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Implementation and maintenance 
of an effective security management process 
throughout the entire organization 

Safety of:

Sagenso creates tools that enable companies to implement and maintain an effective security 
management process throughout the entire organization. The developed solutions cover three 
main areas of risks, within which they analyze and identify any events potentially indicating an 
imminent threat. 

ICT infrastructure, IT services and client devices 

IT systems users

IT services processes 
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Cybersecurity and protection of information asset are currently one of the most Important  
ÆìăăÐĊæÐĮ� åďī� ďīæĊðšĴðďĊĮ� īďķĊÌ� ĴìÐ� œďīăÌȘ� AĊ� ďīÌÐī� Ĵď� ÐŨÆðÐĊĴăř� ÌÐŒÐăďĨ� ĴìÐ� A}� īðĮā�
management process and consequently effectively support the implementation of business 
goals, companies must approach the cybersecurity problem holistically, cross-sectionally and 
interdependently. 

At every decision-making and operational level the awareness of responsibility 
for safety should be developed. 

Security of IT services is not the domain of only the maintenance area but of every 
user in the company. 

Business operations today are not possible without technology, and, on the  
ďĴìÐī� ìĊÌș� ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðÆă� ðĊŒÐĮĴĉÐĊĴĮ� ĮìďķăÌ� ĊďĴ� ÅÐ�ĨăĊĊÐÌ�œðĴìďķĴ� � ŒÐīðťÐÌ�
business need.

Cybersecurity

Holistically

Cross-sectionally

Interdependently
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Our solutions operate on the basis of proprietary Risk Composer technology, behind which are 
the algorithms responsible for continuous analysis of every aspect of security in your organization 
through the correlation of operational, process and technological events. The results of the 
analytical process form the basis for the operation of Telescope and CyberStudio. 

UĮšÐ� īďšœðÁšĊð� ÌšðĈþÁ�œ� ďĨīÆðķ� ď� ķĴďīĮāÁ� ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðà�Risk Composerș� š� āĴĐīÁ� ĮĴďþÁ�
ăæďīřĴĉř� ďÌĨďœðÌþÁÆÐ� š� ÆðÁæĈÁ� Ċăðšà� āŤÌÐæď� ĮĨÐāĴķ� ÅÐšĨðÐÆšÐċĮĴœ� œ� }œďþÐþ�
ZīæĊðšÆþð�ĨďĨīšÐš�āďīÐăÆþà�šÌīšÐċ�ďĨÐīÆřþĊřÆìș�ĨīďÆÐĮďœřÆì� ð� ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðÆšĊřÆìȘ�Wyniki 
ĨīďÆÐĮķ�ĊăðĴřÆšĊÐæď�ĮĴĊďœðÁ�ĨďÌĮĴœà�Ìď�ÌšðĈĊð�}ÐăÐĮÆďĨÐ�ð��řÅÐīwĴķÌðďȘ

Risk Composer

Risk 
Composer

Processes Users Infrastructure

backup, permissions, 
procedures

remote work, e-mail, 
ťăÐĮ

servers, LAN / WiFi, 
printers
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Business 
Environment
Existing installations

Operator
(Person)
Sagenso employee

Telescope
Solution
SAAS Platform

Client 
(Person)
CS / Telescope user

Datacenter
Network
Existing setup

Gets alerts and details 
of malicious behaviours

(WebApp, e-mail, SMS)

 
Optional (on request): 
Installs and manages 
the app cluster
(VPN/SSH/Kubernetes)

Secure logs transmission
(Agents)

Monitoring
(Network)

CyberStudio app cluster (On-premise)
Kubernetes-based app
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Client’s internal infrastructure

Solution
architecture
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Virtual manager 
in cybersecurity 
management 

#telescope

SECURITY AND 
OPERATIONAL 
CONTINUITY  
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It independently conducts a dialogue with selected people going through every, often completely 
non-obvious issue necessary to ensure proper protection of IT services.

This system independently analyzes the practices and control mechanisms used by a given 
organization and in the case of irregularities, recommends proposals for process or operational 
improvements, which, after acceptance, will be monitored for implementation. 

Telescope is a system that acts as a virtual manager 
in the area of cybersecurity management in your 
organization.

Telescope will also be perfect in the role 
of virtual auditor.
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The system is designed to recreate the real audit process to the best market architecture 
practices. Therefore, this process is an independent assessment of the level of security of IT 
services (e.g. external providers), which is required by formal and legal regulations (such as 
GDPR, NIS2), but will also be appreciated by the management team who care about showing 
due diligence in the development of their organization. Everything in an automated, safe and 
objective way. 

Continuous audit process

Audits

Audits

Recommendations

Departments

Audits performed
in your department

Status of recommendations

Audit’s name Department Status Last update Score

IT security audit in progress ?

IT security audit

ISO 27001 compliance ťĊðĮìÐÌ 20%

Industry 4.0 ťĊðĮìÐÌ 80%

SME security
wìďœ�īÐÆďĉĉÐĊÌĴðďĊĮ

SME security
wìďœ�īÐÆďĉĉÐĊÌĴðďĊĮ
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Telescope provides not only effective 
protection, but also creates controlled 
conditions for uninterrupted business 
growth organization. 

Automated assessment of the effectiveness of cybersecurity 
management practices. 

The RiskComposer module, which, analyzing potential irregularities in 
ĴìÐ�īÐ�ďå�ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðÆă�īðĮā�ĉĊæÐĉÐĊĴș�œðăă�ðĊÌÐĨÐĊÌÐĊĴăř�ÌþķĮĴ�
the proposals for organizational improvements. 

Analytical module, applicable in maintaining the progress of the 
implementation of accepted recommendations. 

A supervisory module that will allow you to consciously create 
business decisions based on the map of technological threats. 

Telescope means:
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Automating the process of 
detecting and removing 
threats 

#cyberstudio

NEXT-GEN 
CYBERSECURITY 
SOLUTIONS
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Continuous monitoring of the status of IT services and all devices in the infrastructure allows 

you to identify any events indicating a potential threat. Then, depending on the situation,  

the system takes actions adapted to the type and scale of danger. 

CyberStudio is an advanced system that automates 
the process of detecting and removing threats 
in the area of technological security.

Familiarize yourself with the most important 
functionalities of the CyberStudio system 

/  LEARN MORE 
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Automation of the vulnerability management process is implemented on two levels.�}ìÐ�ťīĮĴ�

concerns the continuous scanning of the addressing available in the internal network in terms of 

ðÌÐĊĴðåřðĊæ�ìďĮĴĮ�œðĴì�Ċ�ķĊŒÐīðťÐÌ�ăÐŒÐă�ďå�ĮÐÆķīðĴřș�œìðÆì�īÐ�ĴìÐĊ�ĊăřšÐÌ�ðĊ�ĴÐīĉĮ�ďå�ÆĴðŒÐ�

ĮÐīŒðÆÐĮș�ĨďĮĮðÅăÐ�ŒķăĊÐīÅðăðĴðÐĮȘ��Ĵ� ĴìðĮ�ĮĴæÐș� ĴìÐ�ÅĮðÆ� īðĮā�ĨīďťăÐ� ðĮ�ăĮď�ÌÐĴÐīĉðĊÐÌȘ�}ìÐ�

ĮÐÆďĊÌ�ăÐŒÐă�ÆďĊÆÐīĊĮ�ÌÐĴðăÐÌ�ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðÆă�īÐÆďĊĊðĮĮĊÆÐș�ĊăřĮðĮ�ďå�ĮÐīŒðÆÐ�ÆďĊťæķīĴðďĊ�

ĊÌ�ŒÐīðťÆĴðďĊ�ďå�ÆďĉĨăðĊÆÐ�œðĴì�ĴìÐ�ĮÐăÐÆĴÐÌ�ĊďīĉĴðŒÐ�ĮĴĊÌīÌȘ�'Æì�ďÅĮÐīŒÐÌ�ŒķăĊÐīÅðăðĴř�

ðĮ� ÆďŒÐīÐÌ� Åř� � ÆăĮĮðťÆĴðďĊ� ĨīďÆÐĮĮ� ĴìĴ� ĴāÐĮ� ðĊĴď� ÆÆďķĊĴș� ĉďĊæ� ďĴìÐīĮș� ĴìÐ� ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�

function of a given server, CVE scoring or the fact of availability of tools enabling exploitation. 

Monitoring of recurring vulnerabilities, i.e. those that were restored with  
the restoration of the system from a backup copy; 

Monitoring the implementation of high-priority tasks; 

Monitoring the implementation of scans of IT infrastructure vulnerabilities; 

TďĊðĴďīðĊæ�ďå�ŒķăĊÐīÅðăðĴðÐĮ�īÐÆďĉĉÐĊÌÐÌ�åďī�īÐĉďŒă�ðĊ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴ�ĨăÆÐț�

Monitoring of new vulnerabilities reported by public data sources in relation  
to services operating in the IT environment. 

Vulnerability management

Common features of vulnerability management:
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Thanks to integration with CERT, NASK N6 and MISP platforms, the CyberStudio system has 

access to information about the latest attacks targeted at employees in your Organization. Even 

ðĊ�ĴìÐ�īÐĉďĴÐ�œďīā�ĉďÌÐăș�ďķĴĮðÌÐ�ĴìÐ�ðĊĴÐīĊă�ĊÐĴœďīā�ÐĊŒðīďĊĉÐĊĴș�ðå��æðŒÐĊ�ķĮÐī�ðĮ�ĮķÅþÐÆĴÐÌ�

to an attempt to persuade to start a malicious website, the component of the CyberStudio 

system in the form of an agent installed in the operating system will stop communication and 

prevent further infection of the computer. Thus, it will protect your entire Organization. 

Protection of personal computers
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Insider Threats occur when (intentionally or unintentionally) a user of IT systems becomes a 

threat in your organization. For example, when an account is taken over by an intruder and is 

used to retrieve any available information resources. This is done by analyzing and correlating 

the context of observed events in terms of user account activity and parameters such as the 

number of active sessions on the same login, types and sources of active sessions, device 

ĉÐĴÌĴș�ĨÐīĉðĮĮðďĊĮș�æÐďăďÆĴðďĊș�ÆĴðŒðĴðÐĮ�ďĊ�ťăÐĮ�ĊÌ�åďăÌÐīĮȘ�

XȁȺǞƮƵȲ�ÀǘȲƵƊɈ�ȲǞȺǲȺ�ǞƮƵȁɈǞ˛ƧƊɈǞȌȁ
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As part of this functionality, IT administrators receive a tool to identify any potential scripts, 

in  whose credentials are written explicitly. This allows you to maintain constant supervision 

over the security measures of privileged accounts, as well as data processing procedures 

dependent on them, the failure of which may threaten the operational continuity of IT services. 

}ìðĮ�ĉďÌķăÐ�ĨīďŒðÌÐĮ�ðĊåďīĉĴðďĊ�ÅďķĴ�ĴìÐ�ÌðĮÆăďĮÐÌ�ÌĴ�ăÐā�ťăÐĮș�œìðÆì�ðĊÆăķÌÐÌ�ĴìÐ�ăďæðĊĮ�

of the Organization’s employees. Thanks to the above, the risk of taking over employee accounts 

and thus unauthorized access to sensitive data is minimized. 

Password Leaks
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Functionality fundamental for the protection of your organization. The CyberStudio system will 

verify and, if necessary, propose improvements in the practices of generating and maintaining 

usable backup copies. In addition, as part of technological monitoring, the CyberStudio system 

will verify whether subsequent archives are created in accordance with the planned schedule. 

Backup management
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Module whose main application is to maintain continuity in the process of managing 
technological vulnerabilities by automating routine activities required to ensure the 
security of your Organization. Designed similarly to other leading ServiceDesk-type systems, 
it will support roles responsible for maintaining IT infrastructure in the organization of tasks 
and the implementation of technological improvements. In addition, this module has been 
strengthened with logic monitoring the implementation of operational activities required 
by the practices used in your organization. 

Task management module

If the critical vulnerability data is not removed within a given time or there is no new 
information about the security status of the IT infrastructure, an automatic process 
of raising observations to subsequent people in the Organization’s structures will 
be launched. An important feature of this functionality is that with the next step of 
providing information about potential irregularities, the system transforms them from a 
deeply technological perspective into a process and business perspective. Each person 
involved in the process of ensuring security in the Organization will be able to precisely 
understand the essence of the observation and the further way of addressing it. 

Example
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Reporting module, on your preferred time, summarizes the most important information 
ÅďķĴ�ĪķĊĴðĴř�ĊÌ�ĮÆăÐ�ďå�ŒķăĊÐīÅðăðĴř�ďå�ĴìÐ�A}�ÐĊŒðīďĊĉÐĊĴș�ĴìÐ�īðĮā�ĨīďťăÐ�ďå�ĴìÐ�ĉďĮĴ�
vulnerable hosts or even the time-consuming nature that the entire process of implementing 
improvements consumes. Maintaining the up-to-date state of knowledge about the level of 
technological security and potential threats is necessary to ensure proper protection of 
your organization, but also to enable controlled business growth. 

Reporting module
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IT security has a business nature and in many areas goes beyond the technological layer. 
This makes the involvement of the management staff in the process of improving the 
ÐĊĴðīÐ� ZīæĊðšĴðďĊ� ÆīķÆðăȘ� �ĉďĊæ� ĴìÐ� ÅĮðÆ� ĨīďťăÐĮș� œÐ� ÆĊ� ÌðĮĴðĊæķðĮì� � īďăÐ� ÌðīÐÆĴăř�
responsible for the administration and implementation of technological improvements (e.g. 
Administrator, IT service provider), an organizational role responsible for the IT area (e.g. 
IT Manager), the role of a business owner (e.g. Management team). 'Æì�ďå�ĴìÐ�ĨīÐÌÐťĊÐÌ�
roles is characterized by a different scope of presented information and the scope of 
permissions in the parameterization of the CyberStudio system. 

§ȲƵƮƵ˛ȁƵƮ�ɐȺƵȲ�ȯȲȌ˛ǶƵȺ
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CyberStudio Solution automatically monitors and reports key performance indicators of 
processes in the cybersecurity management area. 

Management information module

It is enough to once determine the values adapted to the business characteristics of 
the Organization to have constant access to information presenting whether all control 
mechanisms work effectively.

A high-priority hazard status; 

'ŨÆðÐĊÆř�ďå�ĴĮāĮț�

Backup status; 

IT infrastructure security level status; 

Effectiveness of the process of removing technological threats (vulnerabilities). 

Indicators include, among others: 
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Contact us

+48 509 191 862phone:

kontakt@sagenso.comemail:

SECURITY 
IS YOUR 
CHOICE

http://sagenso.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sagenso/
https://www.facebook.com/sagenso.co
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClYMO1KbDOkWKI4fzcLKfNw

